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Sistema di gestione qualità 

certificato secondo la UNI EN ISO 

9001:2015 da Certiquality. 

GAMMASOFT  JEANS 
   

Liquid softener for all kind of fibres, especially raccomanded for treatment of cotton clothes with indigo dyes; it 

avoids yellowing of denim when exposed at the sun. 

Not raccomanded for elastic jeans with lycra fibres. 

 

Properties  :                                             

Clothes become softner and smother. It protects clothes dyed  with indigo from degradation by the combination 

with radicals present in the air such as ozone and nitrogen oxide. 

It can be used in short or long bath. No negative influence on fastness dyes and does not alter the color  It also 

resists the drying at high temperature ( up to 140°C . ) , without yellowing  whites . Practically it does not foam 

and is therefore easily  dosable .  

On garments treated with optical brighteners , it can  influence the degree of white. 

  

Physical and chemical characteristics:         product based on fatty acid condensates 

 

Appearance:                                  dispersion ivory 

 

Ionic charge:                                 cationic 

  

pH:                                  6-7 

  

Compatibility:                    compatible with cationic and non-ionogenic. 

The usage together with  other softeners can    affect  the 

effect of Gammasoft Jeans 

  To be avoided the simultaneous use of silicone    products 

 

Storage:                                                              Six months in original packaging 

 

Dosage and use:         3-6 g / l of Gammasoft jeans to be added in the last 

                                                                            rinse, keeping the pH 6-7, at 25-40 ° C. 

                                                                            After 2-3 ' add 1-2 g / l of sodium bicarbonate   

                           for bringing  pH to 7.5-8.5. Treat for 10 '.    

                                      Centrifuge  without rinse; after, dry. 
All information you find inside this circular are drawn up on basis of our best knowledge and experience. 

Nevertheless, we cant assume any guarantees for the single case, due to the variety of the processing and appliance system. 

Any  information :  e-mail   lab@gammacolorsrl.com 
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